Preparing data for multiparametric PET/MR imaging: Influence of PET point spread function modelling and EPI distortion correction on the spatial correlation of $[^{18}\text{F}]$FDG-PET and diffusion-weighted MRI in head and neck cancer
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Multiparametric imaging holds great potential for characterization of disease heterogeneity. For integrated PET/MR imaging, the combination of $^{18}\text{F}$-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) has been suggested for the assessment of tumor heterogeneity. However, PET image resolution is limited and DWI is prone to image distortions. The aim of this study was to assess the influence of PET point spread function (PSF) modelling and DWI distortion correction on the voxelwise correlation between FDG-PET and DWI.

Methods: Data were collected from 11 patients with head and neck cancer, each undergoing PET/MR imaging twice. PET reconstructions with and without PSF modelling and DWI with and without distortion correction were derived. Tumor SUV was compared between PET reconstructions by linear regression. Geometric distortions of DWI with and without distortion correction were quantified by voxelwise correlation coefficients to an undistorted anatomical reference. The influence of PSF modelling and DWI distortion correction on a multiparametric analysis was assessed as a change of the voxelwise correlation coefficient between FDG-PET and DWI measured in tumors.

Results: The inclusion of PSF modelling in the PET reconstruction affected tumor quantification by a 10–20% increase in SUV. Distortion correction reduced DWI geometric distortions significantly. The impact of PET PSF modelling on the spatial correlation with DWI was insignificant. However, distortion correction of DWI had a significant effect on the spatial correlation with PET.

Conclusions: Proper preparation of the imaging modalities is important for a correct analysis and interpretation of multiparametric PET/MR imaging of head and neck cancer.

1. Introduction

In the area of personalized cancer medicine, assessment of tumor heterogeneity plays an important role as it allows for the selection of more effective and targeted treatments that, in turn, may extend survival of patients [1]. Imaging offers a non-invasive assessment of tumor heterogeneity. In this respect, multiparametric imaging has become an area of great interest, since the combination of modalities may yield a more precise characterization of tumor properties. An example of such a combination is $^{18}\text{F}$-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). While both modalities are sensitive for the detection of cancer, they utilize different biological properties of the...
malignant tissue. FDG-PET is an indicator of glucose metabolism, which is often increased in malignant tumors, while DWI assesses the movement of water molecules and characterizes cellular density [2]. It is suggested that FDG-PET – by means of standardized uptake value (SUV) – and DWI – expressed as apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) – correlate weakly, but with a statistically significant negative correlation on a voxel level within tumors of individual patients [3,4]. The voxelwise combination of SUV and ADC may further be used to identify tissue classes within the tumor by joint statistical modelling [5-9]. With the introduction of integrated PET/MR, it has become possible to acquire PET and DWI simultaneously, thereby potentially improving image co-registration. However, several physical factors restrict the spatial resolution of PET images, while DWI can be geometrically distorted due to magnetic field inhomogeneities, which may compromise the spatial correspondence of PET and DWI. This could influence a combined voxelwise analysis of the SUV and ADC.

The limited spatial resolution of PET images can be addressed using point-spread function (PSF) modelling. Here, the response of the PET system is modelled [10] and included into the image reconstruction process [11,12]. PSF modelling is widely used in PET/CT and has proven useful for oncologic purposes [13]. PSF modelling is now also available for integrated PET/MR, but so far has been evaluated in only two studies [14,15].

DWI is usually performed by the technique of echo-planar imaging (EPI), which is prone to distortions [16]. Distortions may occur on boundaries between regions of different magnetic susceptibility and hence, the degree of distortions depends on anatomic region [17]. For head and neck cancer, the complex anatomy enhances magnetic field inhomogeneities and, thus, EPI distortions [18]. Optimization of DWI acquisition can reduce distortions, employing e.g. parallel imaging, zoomed field-of-view [18] and read-out segmentation [19]. Distortions may also be corrected with post-processing techniques, e.g., based on B₀-field mapping [20]. Such techniques have frequently been utilized for brain MR1 [21] but only very little in context of oncology [8,22].

Therefore, both PSF modelling for PET image reconstruction and distortion correction of DWI can potentially improve PET/MR image quality and, thus, be expected to provide a robust basis for a voxelwise combination of the modalities.

This study evaluates the effect of PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction in the setting of multiparametric imaging of head and neck cancer performed with simultaneous PET/MR. More specifically, we investigate the influence of PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction on the spatial correlation between FDG-PET and DWI.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients

Eleven patients with head and neck cancer were included in this study. Each patient was scanned twice exactly 3 days apart. Patients were recruited as part of a reproducibility study [23] and feasibility study [8], where patients underwent PET/CT prior to PET/MR. The 11 patients included in the present study were based on the availability of an optimized DWI sequence (see below). The study was approved by the local ethics committee (approval no. H-3-2012-072).

2.2. Image acquisition

All patients were scanned on an integrated PET/MR system (Siemens Biograph mMR) using a 16-channel receive head and neck MR coil. Patients were instructed to fast for minimum 6 h before the exam and were scanned 100–120 min after injection of FDG (4 MBq/kg). PET was performed as a single-bed, 20 min acquisition. PET images were reconstructed using OP-OSEM with 3 iterations, 21 subsets and 4 mm Gaussian post-filter. The vendor recommends a decrease in Gaussian post filter size from 4 mm to 2 mm when using PSF modelling [15]. All images were reconstructed on 344 × 344 matrices with a pixel size of 2 × 2 mm² and slice thickness of 2 mm.

A standard DWI was acquired with a 2-dimensional EPI sequence using a matrix size of 128 × 128 with varying number of slices depending on patient and a pixel size of 1.95 × 1.95 mm² with a slice thickness/gap of 4.0/0.4 mm, flip angle of 90°, repetition time/echo time of 5400/84 ms, a parallel imaging factor of 2, an effective echo spacing of 0.375 ms and performed with 3 different b-values (0, 500, 1000 s/mm²).

To reduce distortions, an optimized DWI protocol was developed by changing the following settings: repetition time of 3000 ms, parallel imaging factor of 4 and an effective echo spacing of 0.145 ms. It was measured as 3 stacks with 8 slices each, each stack at the isocenter of the scanner to maximize field homogeneity. The matrix size of the optimized DWI was 92 × 92 × 24, with a pixel size of 2.71 × 2.71 mm² and a slice thickness/gap of 4.0/0.4 mm. For B₀-field mapping, double echo sequences with a repetition time of 100 ms and echo times of 4.82 and 7.38 ms were acquired in 3 stacks and with matrix size and voxel size as the optimized DWI. Serving as a reference for the DWI, an anatomical T2-weighted MR sequence with fat suppression by short tau inversion recovery (STIR) was acquired. All DWI sequences were performed during the PET acquisition. Additional MR images were obtained in the scan protocol but is not used here [23].

2.3. Image processing

EPI distortions were corrected using the algorithm FMRIB’s Utility for Geometrically Unwarping EPIs (FUGUE) of the FSL software package (Analysis Group, FMRIB where FMRIB is Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain) [22]. FUGUE reduces artefacts by using a computed B₀-field map based on two collected gradient echo images and a corresponding phase map. The distortion corrected DWIs were fitted to a mono-exponential function with regard to b-values using DTIFit, from the FSL toolkit. All PET reconstructions, standard DWI and MR-STIR were resampled to the dimensions of the optimized DWI in order to do voxelwise analysis. Resampling was carried out using Medical Imaging NetCDF (MINC) (Montreal Neurological Institute).

2.4. VOI definition

A volume of interest (VOI) of each tumor was delineated on the PET OP-OSEM 4 mm image by a PET/MR-experienced physician using the image analysis tool Mirada XD (MiradaMedical). The VOIs were based on a 40% of SUV_max isocountour. Thresholding adjustments aiming at obtaining the steepest gradient between tumor and background, as well as manual alterations necessary to exclude adjacent physiologic uptake were performed if considered appropriate by the physician. Subsequently, for each tumor, a 4 cm-diameter sphere VOI with the center located at the center of mass of the tumor was created.

2.5. FDG-PET analysis

For each lesion, SUV_mean and SUV_max were extracted from the entire tumor VOIs and compared between the two PET reconstructions (OP-OSEM 4 mm and PSF OP-OSEM 2 mm) using simple linear regression with an intercept fixed at zero. The relative difference in SUV_mean between the two reconstruction types as a function of tumor size was assessed using simple linear regression.

2.6. DWI analysis

Three types of DWI were available: Standard, optimized and optimized with EPI distortion correction by FUGUE. The distortions were quantitatively evaluated by the voxelwise correlation coefficients.
between the DWI with b-value = 0 s/mm² and the anatomical reference (STIR) within the 4 cm-diameter sphere. These two images have comparable contrast, as both sets of images are T2-weighted with fat suppression.

2.7. Joint FDG-PET and DWI analysis

The spatial correlation of FDG-PET and DWI were studied by calculating the voxelwise correlation coefficients between SUV and ADC within the tumor VOIs in individual patients. First, the influence of PSF modelling was studied: The voxelwise correlation coefficients between SUV and ADC were compared for PET reconstructions with OP-OSEM 4 mm and PSF OP-OSEM 2 mm. DWI was in both cases optimized and distortion corrected with FUGUE (best expected quality). Second, the influence of distortion correction was studied: The voxelwise correlation coefficients between SUV and ADC were compared between optimized DWI and optimized DWI including with distortion correction by FUGUE. PET was in both cases reconstructed with PSF modelling (best expected quality).

Finally, Bland-Altman analyses of the reproducibility of the spatial correlation of FDG-PET and DWI between the two patient exams were carried out. The limits of agreement and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the limits of agreement estimates were calculated [24]. The reproducibility of the voxelwise correlation coefficient between SUV and ADC was studied for all combinations of PET reconstructed with and without PSF modelling and DWI with and without distortion correction.

2.8. Statistics

Voxelwise correlations were computed as Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients. Differences of the correlation coefficients, as a result of applied distortion correction and/or PET PSF modelling, were tested in paired t-tests. The significance level of all tests was set at 0.05, and the 95% CI of the estimated differences were calculated.

3. Results

3.1. FDG-PET: effect of PSF modelling

The effect of PET PSF modelling is visually depicted in Fig. 1, showing the vendor recommended PET reconstructions with and without PSF modelling. Note, the apparent redistribution of SUV values within the tumor.

The effect of PSF modelling on SUV\textsubscript{max} and SUV\textsubscript{mean} of individual tumors using the vendor recommended image reconstructions is shown in Fig. 2A. As expected, both SUV\textsubscript{max} and SUV\textsubscript{mean} tend to increase when using PSF modelling: 9% and 19% for SUV\textsubscript{mean} and SUV\textsubscript{max} respectively. The relative SUV\textsubscript{mean} difference versus tumor size, in Fig. 2B, shows a significantly decreasing trend (P = 0.01).

3.2. DWI: effect of EPI distortion correction

DWI sequence optimization and subsequent distortion correction had visible effect on images as seen in the example shown in Fig. 3B–D. Large reductions of distortions were observed for the optimized DWI sequence when compared to the standard DWI. Further improvement of image quality following EPI distortion correction with FUGUE, can also be identified visually.

Fig. 4 illustrates the voxelwise correlation coefficients between the reference STIR image and three types of DWI for each tumor (evaluated in sphere VOI). Based on a paired sample t-test, there is a significantly increased correlation when moving from the standard to the optimized DWI (CI of the estimated difference: 0.226 to 0.352, P < 0.001). Similarly, when performing distortion correction with FUGUE on the optimized DWI the correlations to reference are further increased significantly compared to not applying distortion correction (CI: 0.038 to 0.087, P < 0.001).

3.3. Spatial correlation of FDG-PET and DWI: Influence of PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction

Fig. 5 shows the patient with the largest effect of applying PET PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction on the voxelwise correlation coefficient between SUV and ADC. The effect is seen visually on images in the tumor region (Fig. 5B–E) and on the voxelwise correlation (Fig. 5F–G), which changes from non-significant to significant when PET PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction is applied. In the following we investigate, separately, how much each of these two correction methods influences the spatial correlation.

The influence of PET PSF modelling on the spatial relation of FDG-PET and DWI can be seen in Fig. 6A, where the paired voxelwise correlation coefficients calculated with and without PET PSF modelling are shown. The differences in correlation coefficients obtained with and without PET PSF modelling were not significantly different from zero (CI: −0.015 to 0.018, P = 0.874). The influence of performing EPI distortion correction by FUGUE on the SUV to ADC correlation coefficients can be seen in Fig. 6B. The correlation coefficients show an increase in magnitude (become more negative) when FUGUE is applied. The difference in the correlation coefficients introduced by EPI distortion correction by FUGUE is statistically significant (CI: −0.085 to −0.163, P < 0.001).

The influence of performing PET PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction on the reproducibility of the spatial relation between SUV and ADC can be seen in Fig. 7. Limits of agreement for the correlation coefficient between SUV and ADC were of the order of ± 0.3. Intra-patient variability appears somewhat reduced when applying PSF.
modelling and EPI distortion correction (Fig. 7D) when compared to no processing (Fig. 7A). However, limits of agreement did not differ significantly between methods (confidence intervals for the limits of agreement overlap with estimates for limits of agreement between methods).

4. Discussion

This PET/MR imaging study investigated how improving image quality of PET and DWI by PSF modelling and EPI distortion correction, respectively, influences the spatial relation of the modalities. This is highly relevant in view of the potential of combined PET/MR imaging to non-invasively assess tumor heterogeneity [3–7,25,26]. We have demonstrated that the voxelwise correlation between FDG-PET and DWI, quantified as SUV and ADC, was found to be significantly stronger subsequent to EPI distortion correction of the DWI with FUGUE. Notably, this correction was applied to a DWI acquisition protocol, which already was optimized to reduce distortions. In contrast, the correlation did not depend on the PET resolution improvement offered by PSF modelling. Therefore, these findings are important when a voxelwise comparison or modelling of multiparametric imaging data is performed.

Using PSF modelling for PET reconstruction increased SUVmean and SUVmax by 9% and 19%, respectively. The effect of PSF modelling was, as expected, larger for smaller tumors, as edge effects are more dominant. Only one other study by Aklan, et al. [15] has investigated the quantitative effect of PSF modelling in PET/MR and reported an average increase in SUVmean and SUVmax of 21% and 37%, respectively.

However, they reported results from generally smaller lesions located at a larger radial distance from the center of transverse FOV, compared to the present study, which may explain the greater impact of the PET PSF modelling.

The optimization of the DWI protocol resulted in significantly improved imaging compared to the standard DWI. Other oncology studies have reduced distortions by optimizing the EPI-sequence: e.g. by the use of readout-segmented EPI-DWI [19,27]. We note that the echo spacing of the DWI sequence, which is the determining factor for the degree of distortions, is already lower for our optimized sequence than in Bogner et al. and Xia et al. [19,27] (0.145 ms compared to 0.32 ms and 0.4 ms). The current study also demonstrated that performing EPI distortion correction by FUGUE on the optimized DWI protocol further reduced geometric distortions significantly. Distortion correction with B0-field mapping are commonly applied for fMRI [20], but only recently for oncology studies [8,22,28,29]. However, with the increasing interest in preserving spatial accuracy, e.g. for radiotherapy purposes, distortion correction of EPI could become even more important [30]. The current study was performed for head and neck cancer where image distortions are known to be severe because of the complex anatomy including bone and air cavities, which enhances magnetic field inhomogeneities [18]. While this serves as a sensitive test of the influence of EPI distortions on multiparametric imaging, other anatomic regions may show less severe artefacts and, in these cases, performing further distortion correction with B0-field mapping may be unnecessary.

The reproducibility of the SUV to ADC correlation coefficient
between scan days (Fig. 7) showed a non-significant improving trend when applying PSF modeling and distortion correction. However, in general the correlation coefficient showed a high variability. The low number of patients (N = 11) is clearly a limitation for this analysis. Also, physiological changes occurring between the scan days could affect the reproducibility. We note that the multiparametric analyses carried out here used a Spearman’s correlation coefficient. Consequences for a more advanced analysis, e.g. clustering analysis as carried out in [5–8], was not pursued. Such analyses may provide a

Fig. 4. Paired data for the voxelwise correlation coefficients calculated between the reference STIR image and DWI (b-value = 0 s/mm²) of the different sequences.

Fig. 5. (A) MR-STIR image with the tumor ROI delineated in green. (B-E) Zoomed axial view of the tumor (B) ADC map from the optimized DWI sequence. (C) ADC map from the optimized DWI sequence with applied distortion correction by FUGUE. Note, the one voxel shift in the anterior-posterior direction relative to the non-distortion corrected ADC map. (D) PET image reconstructed without PSF modelling. (E) PET image reconstructed with PSF modelling. (F) Scatterplot of SUV and ADC from (B) and (D). The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) was not significant. (G) Scatterplot of SUV and ADC from (C) and (E). The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) was significant. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. (A) Paired data for the voxelwise correlations coefficients between ADC derived from optimized DWI corrected for distortion by FUGUE and SUV from PET without and with PSF modelling. (B) Paired data for the voxelwise correlation coefficients between SUV from PET with PSF modelling and ADC derived from optimized DWI without and with distortion correction by FUGUE.
more stable metric for multiparametric tumor characterization than the simple metric studied here. Larger, systematic studies are needed to firmly characterize the reproducibility of multiparametric measures.

Further limitations of this study include the lack of spatial histology verification as in Schmitz, et al. [7]. Therefore, a histologic verification of the possible importance of a correlation between ADC to SUV was not possible. Concerning correction of DWI distortions, a morphological gold standard was not available. We instead computed the spatial correlation of the DWI b-value = 0 s/mm\(^2\) to a T2-weighted image, which is much more robust to distortions than DWI based on EPI, while providing similar image contrast. A similar approach to quantify distortions was used by Vardal et al. [29]. The method chosen for VOI definition is frequently applied in the literature; however, it may result in a bias as tumors are defined by data from non-PSF PET only. The head and neck cancer lesions in this study showed qualitatively only little heterogeneity. We still observed an effect of distortion correction on the SUV to ADC correlation coefficients, but the effect might be larger in more heterogeneous tumors. For the analysis of the effect of PSF modelling on the SUV to ADC correlation coefficients, PET data was resampled to match the ADC voxels, which could slightly reduce the PSF resolution enhancement. Finally, for all t-tests, data from both scan days for each patient were included, violating the assumption of independence. To verify our results, all tests were reperformed using only data from one of the scan days (results not shown), and all statistical conclusions remained unchanged.

5. Conclusion

This study investigated the consequences of improving quality of PET and DWI for the spatial correlation of the modalities evaluated for head and neck cancer patients undergoing combined FDG-PET/MR imaging. The magnitude of the voxelwise correlation between tumor SUV from FDG PET and ADC from DWI increased significantly after distortion correction of the DWI. However, the correlation was not found to be influenced by PSF modelling in the reconstruction of PET. In the setting of PET/MR of head and neck cancer, proper preparation of the imaging modalities is important for a correct interpretation of a voxelwise multiparametric analysis.
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